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MR SIDAKI:  I call Vuyiswa Mpekweni. 
COMMISSIONER: Okay, thank you.  Mr Sidaki has this witness been informed of 
the public nature of these proceedings. 
MR SIDAKI:  I have not canvassed that this morning with her. 
COMMISSIONER: Okay I think it might be useful for you to now do that in 
isiXhosa if you would, and then we would move onto the statement. 
MR SIDAKI:  Ms Mpekweni you are aware that these are public hearings, and 
that they will be publicised to the community. 
COMMISSIONER: I think the witness … 
MR SIDAKI:  And you have no objection to your name being released to the 
public is that correct?  Thank you chair, that’s covered. 
VUYISWA MPEKWENI:  (Sworn States) 
EXAMINATION BY MR SIDAKI:  Ms Mpekweni is it correct you reside in Fuguta 
Road in Makhaza in Khayelitsha? 
MS MPEKWENI:  That is correct, that’s where I live. 
MR SIDAKI:  An incident ma’am took place in October 2007, involving your 
relatives, would you please relay that incident to the Commission. 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes I will.  On the 28th of October 2007 if I’m not mistaken we 
were woken up in the middle of the night.  There’s a lady that arrived who was 
driving a car.  She woke myself and my late husband up, telling us that there was 
something that had happened, we went with her to her car.   
MS SIDAKI:  Just go slowly ma’am. 
MS MPEKWENI: As we were approaching this particular house, it’s my cousin’s 
house, when we got there there was the fire brigade, the police ...(intervention).  
MR SIDAKI:  Where was this house of your cousin? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It’s in Makhaza, in 36 Section.  I am from 32 Section by the 
terminus. 
MR SIDAKI: This particular area is it an informal area, shack, you know shack 
area or a formal area? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It’s a mix of informal and formal sections, but my cousin’s 
house was a shack.  When we got to this shack of my cousin it was cordoned off 
by a police tape.  My husband wanted to enter and the police told him that he 
couldn’t go on.  My husband was insisting that he was going to go in because 
they are his children inside.  They allowed him to go in, he went and stood where 
the incident took place.  When they got there we saw that the shack had been 



burnt down, there was nothing there, and we could see that there were things 
inside.  The whole house was already burnt down.  We could see that there were 
heaps and it looked like it was people there.  I stood outside, and my husband 
went inside where the police had cordoned off.  The police took my husband 
around where the house had burnt, it was a policeman with a dog, and he was 
showing my husband different places, he was pointing out saying that you could 
see there was a door here and  the door is with things that they poured petrol, 
and the police was saying that there was a wire that was tied to the door to 
ensure that they wouldn’t be able to escape, so that they could burn, whoever 
was inside would burn to death.   
MR SIDAKI:  Go slowly ma’am to allow the interpreter to interpret everything that 
you say.  Just hold on ma’am, the interpreting is not coming through. 
INTERPRETER:  Can you hear us now, can you hear us?  Alright. 
MS MPEKWENI:  There was Thulani who was 17 years of age, and then there 
was also Alude who was nine years of age in that house. 
MR SIDAKI:  Okay, just take it very slowly.  Ma’am you said your husband was 
then taken around this burnt shack by a police officer who was in the company of 
a police dog? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes that is correct. 
MR SIDAKI: And the policeman showed your husband where the door to this 
shack was? 
MS MPEKWENI: That is correct. 
MR SIDAKI: And then what happened from there. 
MS MPEKWENI: At this time those kids had burnt to death and then there was a 
car that came to fetch their bodies.   
MR SIDAKI: So there was the place where the door had been, and you said 
something about the policeman saying something about petrol that had been 
poured in that area? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes. 
MR SIDAKI:  What did you say about that? 
MS MPEKWENI: What I was saying is that the policeman said that by the door 
that is where it seems that petrol was poured, a lot of petrol was poured on, and 
that is where a wire is tied to the door to ensure that nobody inside could escape. 
MR SIDAKI:  Your relatives who were inside the shack had been locked inside 
with the use of this piece of wire, and the shack had been burnt with this petrol, 
correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes, that is what I’m saying. 
MR SIDAKI: At that stage could you see inside the shack, the shack was burnt 
but could you see inside and what did you see? 
MS MPEKWENI:  At this time the shack had burnt down completely, I could see 
where the police had cordoned off, there were black things which seemed that it 
was these kids, it was the bodies of these kids.  The policemen were showing my 
husband but I could also see that there was a black shadow where there was a 
door.  It appeared that one of the children who was nine years died on that spot. 
MR SIDAKI:  How many people that burnt in the shack? 
MS  MPEKWENI:  It was four people. 



MR SIDAKI: Who were these people? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It was Ntombomzi Ngqono, it is my sister’s child. 
MR SIDAKI:  How old was Ntombomzi? 
MS MPEKWENI:  I don’t remember her age clearly, she was born in 1972. 
MR SIDAKI: Who else was in the shack, was burnt in the shack? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It was Thulani Ngqono, who is her daughter, Thulani. 
MR SIDAKI: Thulani is a male isn’t it? 
MS MPEKWENI:  That is correct, he was a young boy. 
MR SIDAKI: Who was Thulani, whose child was Thulani? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It’s Ntombomzi’s child. 
MR SIDAKI:  How old was Thulani? 
MS MPEKWENI:  He was 17 years old. 
MR SIDAKI:  And who was the third person? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It was Alude Ngqono. 
MR SIDAKI: And how old was Alude? 
MS MPEKWENI:  He was nine years old. 
MR SIDAKI:  Is Alude a male or a female? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It’s a girl, it was a girl. 
MR SIDAKI: And she was nine years old? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes, nine years. 
MR SIDAKI: And the fourth person? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It is Siphosetho Magadla. 
MR SIDAKI:  A girl or a boy? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It’s a girl. 
MR SIDAKI:  And how old was she? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Also nine years old. 
MR SIDAKI:  So all four of their bodies were lying there in the shack? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes. 
MR SIDAKI:  And when you noticed this and then what happened thereafter? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Their bodies were removed by a vehicle that took them away. 
MR SIDAKI:  By the mortuary van? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes it’s a mortuary van. 
MR SIDAKI:  Yes? 
COMMISSIONER: Mr Sidaki there really is a problem with the interpretation, it’s 
coming and going and I think we need to check it before we proceed.  Sorry 
ma’am, there is a problem with the interpretation, it’s coming through in drips and 
drabs and I think it needs to be checked before we proceed, it seems to me there 
is a connection problem.  I’m going to ask everybody who is listening are people 
finding it difficult to hear or is it just my set?  Silence?  It may just be my set that’s 
problematic, but I can’t hear. 
 Thank you very much, apologies for the delay.  Alright. 
MR SIDAKI:  Yes, so their bodies were removed from the scene by the mortuary 
van, correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  That is correct. 
MR SIDAKI:  Did you find out what had happened, how it happened that they got 
burnt? 



MS MPEKWENI:  Yes. 
MR SIDAKI: What had happened? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Mphumzi who was Alude’s father, Ntombomzi’s husband, he 
handed himself over to the police and confessed to burning people in Makhaza.  
We received that information from a policeman that came to us and informed us.   
MR SIDAKI: And so Mphumzi was arrested, is that correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes, he was arrested because he handed himself over to the 
police. 
MR SIDAKI:  And he was kept at Harare police station, correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes, he was kept in Harare. 
MR SIDAKI: And he was accordingly charged for the murders of these people 
and he appeared in court, at Khayelitsha court, correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Mphumzi was not sentenced, he did appear in court, I think 
that time it was February, on the 29th.  When he appeared in court the 
magistrate said that he couldn’t keep him because the docket had been lost, but 
the magistrate did inform him that he should not go far  because they could find 
the docket, if they did find the docket they would take him or fetch him and he 
would go back to court. 
MR SIDAKI:  And that was the end of the matter at court, because the docket 
could not be found? 
MS MPEKWENI:  That is where it ended. 
MR SIDAKI:  Did you find out from the prosecutor or the Investigation Officer 
what had happened, what had happened to the docket? 
MS MPEKWENI:  We did go to the Investigation Officer who was handling the 
case, it was on a Monday.  When we got there then the officer took us back to 
court, we tried to enquire in the court what was happening, when we got to court 
we were informed that they had found the dockets, however when the magistrate 
released Mphumzi he had warned Mphumzi not to go anywhere, but at that time 
they were struggling to find the docket, but then nobody went back to Mphumzi, 
they later heard that Mphumzi had gone to Johannesburg.  They discovered that 
Mphumzi was released the Thursday someone said that they saw Mphumzi on 
the Friday arriving at his house ...(intervention).  
MR SIDAKI:  Can I just hold you there ma’am.  So you went to the Investigation 
Officer enquiring about the docket and he then took you to court and later you 
found out that the docket had been recovered, correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes. 
MR SIDAKI:  Now once the docket had been recovered then Mphumzi had to be 
rearrested, correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  He was not arrested. 
MR SIDAKI:  Yes, but he had to be rearrested, correct?” 
MS MPEKWENI:  That is correct, he was supposed to have been rearrested. 
MR SIDAKI:  Okay, what made him not – what caused him not to be arrested 
then, once the docket was found? 
MS MPEKWENI:  It was because Mphumzi had left, he went to Johannesburg.  
MR SIDAKI: So he had fled the area and gone to Johannesburg? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes he went to Johannesburg. 



MR SIDAKI:  How did you know that he had gone to Johannesburg? 
MS MPEKWENI:  There’s a young man who is now deceased, his name was 
Lindikhaya, it is him that told us, he said that he had seen Mphumzi in the 
morning when he went to his house to fetch money, he said he was going to 
Johannesburg. 
MR SIDAKI: And did you tell the Investigation Officer where Mphumzi was? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes we informed him. 
MR SIDAKI: And what did the Investigation Officer do about this information that 
you gave? 
MS MPEKWENI:  The Investigation Officer went and fetched Mphumzi’s mother, 
she was taken to jail, however we don’t know what was the end of that case, we 
don’t know what they said or did with Mphumzi’s mother because we were not 
there at the time.  We witnessed her being taken, arrested by the police but we 
don’t know what happened to her after she was taken in by the police. 
MR SIDAKI:  Now why was Mphumzi’s mother arrested? 
MS MPEKWENI:  They were trying to find out where Mphumzi was and she was 
saying she didn’t know where he was. 
MR SIDAKI:  So she was arrested for that? 
MS MPEKWENI:  That’s what I’m going to say because they were asking her in 
front of us, and that is as far as I know. 
MR  SIDAKI;  But was Mphumzi ever rearrested? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Mphumzi was never arrested, we never even heard whether 
Mphumzi was arrested, till today, we have never heard whether he was arrested. 
MR SIDAKI:  You state in your affidavit ma’am in paragraph 13 that the 
Investigation Officer when he went to report that Mphumzi had relocated or had 
fled to Johannesburg, that the Investigation Officer asked you to find out where 
exactly in Johannesburg he was, did that happen? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes I do remember that, but at that time it was too late in that 
year.  At that time we had not heard anything about this case, I took a 
photograph of Mphumzi and took it to the police station. We asked the police if it 
could be put on the police file in Johannesburg. 
MR SIDAKI:  Just go slowly ma’am. 
MS MPEKWENI:  Okay.  At this time it was already late this year that they found 
Mphumzi.  Because we could see that nothing was happening to the case I took 
a picture of Mphumzi, I had taken this picture because it was a picture he had 
taken with one of my sister’s kids.  I took it to the police station.  When I got there 
I told them that my case was being handled by Detective Swart.  I was informed 
that he was no longer there, there was another investigative officer.  I then met 
that detective and I gave him this picture.  I told him that I had not heard anything 
about this case.  The detective then asked me if I knew where in Johannesburg 
Mphumzi was.  I told him that I didn’t know exactly where but I heard that he was 
in Johannesburg, and the detective said to me I should try and investigate 
exactly where in Johannesburg he was, because Johannesburg is big.  That day 
I left just like that, but my heart was broken, because at this time he was making 
me do the work of the police. 
MR SIDAKI:  And did you ever receive any feedback from the police thereafter 



about the case? 
MS MPEKWENI:  They never came back to me since 2008, till today. 
MR SIDAKI:  And did you ever go back to the police thereafter to follow up on the 
case? 
MS MPEKWENI:  I have never gone back, ever since they asked me to 
investigate exactly where he was in Johannesburg, that is where I lost trust in the 
police and told myself that I was leaving it.  However I had not given up because 
sometimes I would feel the pain and remember these kids.  I never went back to 
the police but when there was the Truth Commission and this thing came back to 
me and I decided to go to the Truth Commission. 
MR SIDAKI:  By the Truth Commission you are referring to this Commission, 
correct? 
MS MPEKWENI:  Yes, I am referring to this Commission. 
MR SIDAKI: And what were you hoping to achieve by coming to the 
Commission? 
MS MPEKWENI:  I am hoping that I can get some help, when it comes to the 
police who did not care, because now these policemen don’t care as if nothing 
happened. 
MR SIDAKI:  Do you not have structures in your area ma’am, like the community 
policing forum? 
MS MPEKWENI:  I have never heard of it. 
MR SIDAKI:  And your street committees could you not approach them maybe to 
assist you to escalate this issue with the police? 
MS MPEKWENI:  No, I never went to them. 
MR SIDAKI:  I have nothing further madam chair, thank you. 
NO FURTHER QUESTIONS BY MR SIDAKI 
COMMISSIONER: Thank you Mr Sidaki.  Mr Masuku? 
MR MASUKU:  Madam Commissioner on reflection I have no questions for this 
witness. 
COMMISSIONER: You have no questions? 
MR MASUKU:  Yes. 
COMMISSIONER: Ms Mpekweni we are very sorry to hear this story you have 
told.  I want to say that we cannot be sure that we can make any difference, but 
we will certainly ask the police for all the information they have. 
MS MPEKWENI: Can you please repeat the question. 
COMMISSIONER: It’s not a question, what I’m just saying is that I want to say 
we are very sorry to hear your story.  It is a terrible thing that happened to you 
and your family.  As this Commission we cannot promise that we can ensure that 
there is justice for what happened, but we will ask the police for the information 
about – what they know about it, and see what can be done to have it followed 
up. 
MS MPEKWENI:  I thank you Commissioner. 
COMMISSIONER: And we thank you very much for having come today, for 
having been willing to tell your story to all the people who are here, and we do 
hope that this kind of story will not happen again. 
MS MPEKWENI:  Thank you Commissioner, I thank you a lot. 



 


